
The week that was: 22ndJan – 29th Jan 2018 

Handicappers to follow?  

Chasers 

War Sound (27.01.18 Chelt) An unexposed handicap chaser from the Hobbs’ yard who should be up 

to winning a race or two soon enough. He jumped and travelled well on the front end here for a long 

way. I suspect the softening ground may have caught him out at the end. He could make all on 

decent ground before the season is out. The Hobbs horses have been inconsistent for some time and 

it may be a case of waiting until they are in better form.  

Shantou Flyer (27.01.18 Chelt) This 8-year-old is far more exposed than the one above, but he keeps 

running well. We saw with Remiluc that consistency in decent races can pay off eventually, even 

when seemingly unfancied. This horse won’t bump into a Frodon every time and his last two runs 

suggest he may be worth a try at 3m+ again. He has been doing all his best work late on recent starts 

over shorter.  

Halo Moon (22.01.18 Fake) This lightly raced 10-year-old was in the process of running a good race 

at Fakenham when making an error at the final fence. He wouldn’t have won but could have been a 

‘fast finishing’ second and those types often get well found next time out. Maybe this one will open 

at a bigger price than he should be. They have been patient with him, having returned after 646 days 

two starts ago. This run was after 68 days and he was relatively unfancied. He travelled and jumped 

well here, for the most part. With previous wins over shorter maybe they will drop him back in trip 

and on his third start after a break he will show more. I can see him winning a weak race at 

Fakenham again or say Fontwell. He could still be well handicapped.  

Spirit Of Hale (24.01.18 Catt) Jennie Candlish’s charge was having the third chase start of his life 

here and it was a decent run in the end, closing to the line and beaten under a length. Clearly he is 

no world beater but he looks a big horse who will just keep plodding on through the mud. Marathon 

trips in testing ground appear to suit him. I suspect this track may not have played to his strengths 

and it would be interesting to see him at a Carlisle for example, with a much stiffer climb to the line. 

He should have chase wins in him. He could be the new Basford Ben in time!  

 

Hurdlers 

Huntsman Son (27.01.18 Chelt) I think his run can be marked up although at times he runs like a 

horse without a trip. He still looks progressive to my eyes and should have more handicap hurdle 

wins in him. He is running consistently well. He chased home Remiluc in this race. The front two 

stole a few lengths at the start and the race seemed to be run at a moderate pace to the eye. In any 

case, the winner was better positioned to kick at the right time. HS was doing all his best work late 

over 17f here and ran as if needing stepping back up in trip. He emptied out late on over further the 

run before! It could be the heavy ground was too much. 17f may well be ok but I suspect he needs a 

stronger pace to aim at, in an even bigger field. One to watch.  

 

Others… a few novice hurdlers caught the eye... Santini looked a beast at Cheltenham, he ‘could’ be a 

G1 star in the making and it will be interesting to track his career. De Rasher Counter and Aye Aye 

Charlie both ran well enough in that race also. The latter probably lacked the class and looks like he 

needs further. All longer-term projects no doubt and it will be fascinating to see where their ceiling is. 



Stats The Way To Do It 

Handicap Chase 'System'  

Over recent days I have been pondering whether there is a systematic approach to handicap chases, 
at least in terms of shortlisting – or providing a useful set of horses as ‘starting points’ before further 
form/profile/race analysis.  

I was reading a racing book where the author mentioned how his focus is on horses that won last 
time out. I was reading this around the same time that I watched Themanfrom Minella romp home, 
having dotted up on his previous run. So, that go me thinking.  

After much digging I came up with the following. There is much logic to this approach…the horse is in 
form, fit, not too old and may still be unexposed.  

The ‘rules’ 

• Handicap Chase (not novice)  
• WON LTO 
• Aged 4-9  
• Class 3/4/5 
• Ran 1-20 days ago 
• 0-2 wins in handicap chases (inc Novice) 
• 2013- 

Results 

865 bets / 254 wins / 430 places / 29.36% SR / 50% w|p SR / +15 SP / +68 BFSP / AE 1.01 

Notes:- 

• 11/1 or bigger: 0/20,3p 
• Drop in Class from last run: 16/81,34p, -30 
• 3m-3m4f: 82/268,137p, +50, +70 BFSP, AE 1.17 

I would not back these systematically but as a 'starting point' for finding bets/helping with chase 
analysis, I thought this looked promising. I plan to track ‘qualifiers’ in the ‘test zone’ and you can use 
these how you please, as with everything on the blog. Knowing that this type has a 30% win and 50% 
win/place strike rate is a decent foundation. 

 

* 

That’s all for this week’s article,  

Happy Punting,  

Josh  

  

 


